
8 August 2007

To all affected traders at Croydon

Now that the dampness has largely dried out we have been able to assess the
damage. Thankfully the location of the electrical and data circuits in the dado
trunking has kept them above the water level and so the damage is rather less than it
might have been.

Everywhere has been affected in the same way to a greater or lesser extent.
Generally skirtings and internal doors will in some instances need to be replaced,
internal walls all need to be redecorated and carpet tiles replaced. All of the detailed
work has been scheduled, agreed with the loss adjuster appointed by our insurers
and is currently being put out to tender with a return date of 20 August.

We anticipate that the tenders will be returned in time for a selection to be made
leading to a start on site at the end of August with most of the work taking place
during the early part of September. The plan is to have a number of gangs on site so
that several units can be tackled simultaneously and to give us some flexibility on
timing. Our project manager, Mr Shaun Child, will be calling on you to schedule the
work to your unit at a time that is convenient to you.

Shaun will be on site most of the time once the work starts. In the intervening period
all queries should be addressed to either Maria who is co-ordinating all our efforts or
our centre manager, Carol.

Several people have asked about responsibility for interruption to business and about
whether it is necessary to continue to pay the licence fee. Our insurers have
explained that business interruption is a peril covered by normal business insurance
and so your own business insurance should contain protection for you against the
costs arising from an interruption such as has happened here. It follows that our
insurers protect our business but that they cannot be responsible for costs arising
from an interruption to your business as this should already be covered by your own
insurance.

Another question many people have asked is whether the drainage installed on site
was properly designed. At the time when we purchased the site we noted that the
previous owners did not have an adequate drainage system. It was also apparent
that the site is at the end of a funnel created by Carlton Road and the approach road
under the railway bridge.

Consequently we paid particular attention to the design of the drainage system for
the whole centre. In anticipation of a possible flow of water into the site we installed
not just one but two large drains across the entrance road. Even a substantial
thunderstorm could not account for water covering the site to the depth that we
experienced. It was caused by the main town drains being filled to capacity leaving
the rain falling on the hillside above Carlton Road with no-where to go except down
the surface of the roads and into our business centre. Enclosed with this letter is a
still from the cctv coverage that illustrates the flood of water cascading down the
approach road.
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Our cctv camera has captured the flood from the moment it started shortly after
11am. The pictures very dramatically show a torrent of water coursing into the site.
Carol or Maria are happy to run the disk for you if you are interested in seeing it.

As one might expect we are now determined to do whatever we can to ensure that
such an occurrence never happens again. We are looking at building in whatever
defences are available to us to protect everyone on site from future storms.
Essentially the choices seem to be the provision of space on site to retain storm
water until the drains can accommodate it or to erect a barrier to keep water from
entering the site via the approach road. We are told that this has been the worst rain
since 1789 and so the prospect of a repeat appears to be slim. Even a slim chance
is more than we are prepared to risk.

We will keep you posted about developments on this front. If you have any questions
about any aspect of this letter please contact any member of centre management.

David Clapham
Operations Director


